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needed to carry this coronagraph concept forward to a viable space
mission. System considerations will include our ability to manufac-
ture an optical system to the required tolerances; our ability to make
the necessary alignments and adjustments in orbit with demonstrated
wavefront sensing and control methods; and our ability to maintain,
within acceptable limits, critical alignments that may vary on time-
scales shorter than the wavefront sensing and control cycle (for
example, less than 90min). In Table 1, we list representative engin-
eering tolerances for themost important sources of wavefront error in
a 4-m telescope with a Lyot coronagraph.

The experiment was performed in polarized, narrowband laser
light rather than unpolarized, continuum starlight filtered to a 10–
20% (dl/l) bandwidth as would be required for photometric studies
in astronomy. As we discuss further in Supplementary Information,
our coronagraph is insensitive to polarization, working equally well
in polarized and unpolarized light. We are currently addressing the
question of spectral bandwidth in stages. Early experiments with 2%
bandwidth yield a contrast of 13 1029 using the same coronagraph
masks and speckle nulling procedure as above (B. Kern, personal
communication), and models indicate this can be improved to the
contrast levels seen in narrowband light. Initial experiments with
10% bandwidth light, again with the same coronagraph mask and
speckle nulling procedure, produced a contrast of 43 1029. Our
model predicts that contrast with 10% bandwidth will be improved
by about an order of magnitude using new coronagraph masks now
being manufactured with standard techniques and common materi-
als. This is an active area of development and a pathfinder for the

ultimate space mission, as described in greater detail in Supplemen-
tary Information.

In the movie experiment, to simulate a coronagraph operating in
space, we continuously repeated the snapshot experiment 480 times
over a period of 5 h. The apparatus was very stable during this period;
it was not adjusted in any way between exposures. The background
speckle field evolved slowly, owing to room temperature changes and
mechanical relaxation, much as might be expected in a coronagraph
in space.

The movie experiment demonstrates the process of planet discov-
ery with a space coronagraph, as follows. As shown in Fig. 2a, we
hypothesize a space coronagraph that is aimed at a nearby star
(centred behind the asterisk), with the background starlight sup-
pressed in the target field, as in the snapshot experiment. We assume
that the space coronagraph is rotated in small increments, so that the
dark target field successively covers regions that ultimately fill the
complete annular region between angular separations of 4l/D and
10l/D on the sky. For illustration, we show 12 discrete 30u steps in
Fig. 2a, but in the computationweuse 48 steps of 7.5u each, and in each
stepwe co-add 10 sequential exposures, using a total of 480 exposures.

Lacking a simulated planet, we added attenuated copies of the star
to each exposure, at the sky locations shown in Fig. 2a by the three
coloured objects. This procedure is valid because we have previously
shown that the presence of a planet in the speckle field of a star has no
effect whatsoever on our wavefront correction algorithm19. The
orbital positions were chosen artificially so that the projected plan-
etary system could be captured in a single image here.

Table 1 | Critical engineering tolerances for a flight system

Significant sources of wavefront error r.m.s. tolerance Timescale HST comparison

Precision of the DM settings* 0.014 nm* .90min NA (no DM)
Telescope pointing jitter

Body pointing of telescope (spacecraft momentum wheels) 35mas Active (0.1Hz) 3–5mas
Star on the coronagraph mask (fine steering mirror) 2.5mas Active (10Hz) NA (no FSM)

Surface of the primary mirror, by spatial scale across the PM
D/4 and larger (specification, stability) 8 nm, 1.6 nm Continuous 9 nm, unknown
D/50 to D/4 (polish and quilting artefacts, stability) 7 nm, 0.014 nm .90min 7 nm, similar
Particulate contamination (dust and micro-meteor pits) Level 750 Years Level 750 or better
Coating reflectance uniformity (D/50 to D/4) 0.25% Years Unknown

Surface quality of small optics (specification, stability) 1 nm, 0.014 nm* .90min 8 nm, similar
Telescope alignment (separation of the SM and PM) 1,000 nm Continuous 2,000 nm

Representative engineering tolerances are shown for the dominant sources of wavefront error in a 4-m exoplanet imaging telescope with a Lyot coronagraph, and an HST comparison. The system
architecture balances difficult requirements across the flight system, based on commercially available components and trades between competing engineering parameters, and a relaxation of optical
tolerances using theDM for activewavefront correction. The tabulated numberswere derived by scaling from the (1.5-m) Eclipse23 and TPF-C (8-m) SpeckleCam22 engineering point designs. For the
purpose of illustration, engineering tolerances are expressed in terms of their effect, dC, on the contrast metric C for the system overall. The cumulative effect of various independent sources of
wavefront error can be approximated as the linear sum of their individual dC allocations, a computation that is equivalent to a quadratic sum of random, uncorrelated wavefront errors. With this
understanding, each tolerance in the table has been scaled to contribute a dC no greater than about 13 10211 (roughly one-tenth the brightness of an exo-Earth) to the overall contrast error budget.
Some of these drift slowly over time andmay be regarded as static errors, to be swept awaywith each new cycle of speckle nulling. Others, varying on shorter timescales,must be activelymaintained
within acceptable limits during the time between nulling cycles. In practice, a particular tolerance could be allocated a larger fraction of the overall contrast budget than shown here, but only at the
expense of tighter requirements elsewhere in the system. Tolerances are presented along with expected timescales for significant variations (see Supplementary Information for further explanation
of these tabulated values). NA, not applicable; FSM, fine steering mirror; PM, SM, telescope primary and secondary mirrors.
* Stability tolerances demonstrated in this Letter.
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Figure 1 | Representative coronagraph images and intensity profiles.
a, The appearance of a ‘planet’ offset from the star (and therefore not
occulted by the coronagraph mask). The horizontal elongation of the
diffraction rings is a result of the Lyot aperture (see Supplementary
Information). b, The high-contrast coronagraph ‘dark half-field’ to the right
of the masked central star (at the location of the red asterisk). c, Plots of
relative intensity versus angular separation from the ‘star’. Curve A, data
from a; curve B, data from b; curve C, the coronagraph contrast before

wavefront correction (with the DM nominally flat); curve D, the r.m.s.
background obtained by roll deconvolution of a set of coronagraph images
(obtained by subtracting the azimuthally averaged background in Fig. 2c).
Intensity profiles for a nominal Earth and Jupiter in reflected starlight are
included for reference. These are equal in intensity to the planets in Fig. 2,
but centred at a separation of 7l/D for clarity, and standing above the roll-
deconvolved r.m.s. background. Images and intensity curves are displayed
on logarithmic scales.
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We need wavefront control

•Coronagraph can reduce diffracted star light
•Wavefront control can reduce light scattered by wavefront 

phase and amplitude errors

Figure taken from J. T. Trauger and W. A. Traub, “A laboratory demonstration of the 
capability to image an earth-like extrasolar planet,” Nature 446, 771–773 (2007).

C: DM uncontrolled

B: DM dark hole
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Two aspects to PSF after wavefront control

•The level of scattered light must be low
•The variance of the scattered light must be low
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Two aspects to PSF after wavefront control

•The level of scattered light must be low
•The variance of the scattered light must be low
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•Image plane intensity has several important terms
•Diffraction pattern:
•Pinned speckles:
•Power Spectrum (PSD):
•Folding term:

a exp(j!) = a
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PSF expansion allows analysis of structure

•Express amplitude and phase with Taylor expansion*

|A|2

•Image plane field is convolutions of Fourier transforms
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*see Sivaramakrishnan et al (ApJ 2002) and 
Perrin et al (ApJ 2003)



Power spectral approach for random errors

•Evaluate PSD term of PSF 
expansion

•This tells us the expected halo 
intensity in an infinitely long 
exposure

•Several treatments exist, 
including Ellerbroek; Guyon; 
Jolissaint et al

5

North AO system, ALTAIR (ALTitude-conjugate Adaptive
optics for the InfraRed).

Figure 1 shows the aniso–servo PS [see Eq. (33)]. The
symmetry of the PS is oriented toward the direction of the
NGS, here +60°. The servo-lag error smooths out the
anisoplanatism effect in the main wind direction, which
was set here to +45°. In Fig. 2, we show the WFS aliasing
PS [see Eqs. (45)–(48)]. Note that aliasing can be elimi-
nated by low-pass filtering of the phase at the WFS input
focal plane (see Ref. 28). The WFS noise PS is shown in
Fig. 3 [see Eq. (50)]. Only the low spatial frequencies are
affected by WFS noise. In Fig. 4 we show the total PS, the
sum of the LF components plus the fitting error PS [see
Eq. (22)]. A section of the phase PS before and after AO
correction is shown in Fig. 5.

From the total LF and HF PS, we computed the LF and
HF structure functions [Eq. (8)], Fig. 6. We see that both
structure functions saturate at twice the phase variance
(dashed–dotted lines), a fact that can be demonstrated by
taking the infinite limit of Eq. (8). The structure functions
oscillate with a period of !1.2 m, twice the DM actuator
pitch "0.6 m#. Such an oscillation is due to the sharp tran-
sition from the LF to HF domain in the DM spatial filter
model, and we can expect in a real system this transition
to be smoother, the oscillations less pronounced. The AO
OTF calculated from the sum of the structure functions is
shown in Fig. 7, after multiplication with the telescope
OTF. Seeing-limited and telescope OTFs are shown for
comparison. Figure 8 shows the associated PSF profiles.
Within the corrected field half-width !ao=!fAO (here
0.287!) associated with the AO cutoff frequency, the AO
PSF follows the telescope PSF, with an attenuation factor
given by the Strehl ratio; as one gets closer to the !ao
boundary, the effect of aliasing can be seen as an increase
of the PSF intensity; beyond, the PSF halo follows the
seeing-limited PSF trend, with a few residual oscillations
from the telescope PSF Airy rings. This interpretation
comes from the fact that (1) the amplitude PSF (focal
plane phasor) can be interpreted as the angular spectrum
of the pupil phasor, and a feature in the pupil plane at a
spatial frequency f will appear at the position !f in the
focal plane, and (2) in the small phase perturbation re-
gime, i.e., $"#$$1 rad, the wings of the intensity PSF can
be shown to be proportional to the phase PS (see Refs. 4
and 27). As a consequence, we can interpret the PS in
terms of structures in the PSF: For instance the WFS
noise will mainly affect the core of the PSF, the aniso–
servo error will affect symmetrically the regions close to
the PSF core in the direction of the NGS and the main
wind direction, and the aliasing will generate a transition
from the PSF diffraction-limited core to the PSF seeing-
limited halo at the !ao boundary.

We show now in the following figures some examples of
AO parameter trade-off studies for a classical AO system
on a Gemini-like telescope. The whole calculation for all
cases took a couple of minutes to complete. In Fig. 9, we
show the effect of the WFS temporal sampling frequency
on the Strehl ratio, for four NGS magnitudes, 10, 11, 12,
and 13. If the sampling frequency is optimized for each
magnitude (respectively, 400, 200, 130 and 100 Hz for the
example AO system chosen here), then the Strehl ratio
can be kept above 60%. On the left of the same figure, we

note that the different magnitude cases overlap: This is
explained by the fact that at low sampling frequency, i.e.,
long integration time, the noise spectrum is greatly re-
duced, leaving the servo-lag error as the main component
of the phase error, which is independent of the NGS mag-

Table 1. Atmosphere, Telescope, and Adaptive
Optics System Parameters

Telescope and Atmosphere AO System

! M1,2 7.9, 1.2 m Actuator density 1
! 1.65 %m DM height 0 km

Seeing 0.7! NGS angle 5!
r0"!# 0.605 m NGS orientation 60°
L0 30 m WFS int. time 10 ms

%Hlayers& 6636 m Loop time lag 0.8 ms
&0"!# 5.9! NGS magnitude 12

%Vlayers& 19.3 m/s NGS temperature 6000 K
'0"!# 9.8 ms WFS readout noise 5 e/px

Fig. 1. Aniso–servo power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling)
within the LF domain; see parameters in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Aliasing power spectrum (1/8 power-law scaling) within
the LF domain; see parameters in Table 1.

390 J. Opt. Soc. Am. A/Vol. 23, No. 2 /February 2006 Jolissaint et al.

Figure taken from L. Jolissaint, J.-P. Véran, and R. Conan, “Analytical modeling of 
adaptive optics: foundations of the phase spatial power spectrum approach,” J. Opt. 

Soc. Am. A 23, 382–394 (2006).



Phase control with conjugation on DM surface

•Measure and compensate the phase
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Fitting error due to uncorrected HSF phase

•Uncorrectable errors beyond 
spatial freq. range of DM

• Atmosphere
• Optics

•HSF limits contrast outside 
dark hole

•HSF phase may limit 
contrast inside dark hole due 
to folding term

•Ways to improve:
• smaller inter-actuator spacing
• better site (higher r0)
• better optics

7
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HSF phase also can cause aliasing

•Sampling the phase 
produces aliasing when HSF 
content exists

•These incorrect 
measurements lead to 
significant error

•Ways to improve:
• Spatially Filtered wavefront sensor 

(700-900 nm shown)
• Focal-plane wavefront sensor

8
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Atmospheric aliasing for Shack-Hartmann
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Control system delays cause temporal error

•Controller has delays which 
lead to error when correcting 
a dynamic aberration

•PSD level depends on total 
power and temporal 
characteristics of aberration

•Ways to improve:
• Reduce delay from measurement to 

application of correction
• Better control algorithms

9
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AO on five-layer frozen flow atmosphere



•Use closed-loop telemetry 
to optimize performance 
based on atmospheric 
characteristics and SNR

• Used currently in NAOS, Altair, 
and Keck AO Tip/tilt

• SPHERE will use modal gain 
optimization

• GPI will use modal gain 
optimization of the Fourier 
modes (spat. freqs)

Modal control with gain optimization
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Predictive control based on Kalman filtering

•Given a model and a framework (e.g. Kalman filtering), 
determine predictive control law to compensate for 
system lags and phase dynamics 

•Vibration control for SPHERE experimentally 
demonstrated

•Developed for GPI: Kalman filtering for each Fourier mode, 
based on frozen flow assumption. Adaptive layer detection 
and predictive filter determination in closed-loop. 
Performance improvement depends on true atmospheric 
behavior, which is being actively researched.



Fourier mode behavior under translation

41.1 Hz -5.76 Hz 11.7 Hz 3.06 Hz -33.1 Hz

22.7 m/s 3.28 m/s 16.6 m/s 5.89 m/s 19.8 m/s

12



Measurement noise propagates

•Noise of phase/slope 
measurements, due to 
photons and detector noise

•Ways to improve:
• Better detectors (higher efficiency, 

lower read noise)
• Better WFS slope estimation 

algorithms
• Better AO control algorithms
• Different wavefront sensor

13
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Shack-Hartmann WFS noise propagation



Pupil-plane slope sensor

•Implementation options:
• Shack-Hartmann: inexpensive, widely used (both GPI and SPHERE)
• Pyramid slope sensor: starting to be implemented, requires modulation

•Significant aliasing error, but can be fixed with Spatial Filter
•Noise propagation is non-white: f!2

14

Aliasing (atmos.) Noise halo



Pupil-plane direct phase sensor

•Multiple options (see Guyon’s paper for many)
• Interferometer
• Zernike phase contrast
• Pyramid in direct phase mode

•Less aliasing error
•White propagation: f0

15

Noise haloAliasing (atmos.)



Pupil-plane direct phase sensor

•Multiple options (see Guyon’s paper for many)
• Interferometer
• Zernike phase contrast
• Pyramid in direct phase mode

•Less aliasing error
•White propagation: f0

15

Noise halo

Two advantages over slope sensing:
1) less total noise as system size 

increases 
2) flat noise profile, so better detection 

close in after control optimization

Aliasing (atmos.)



Long-exposure PSF halo prediction for GPI

•GPI has two different AO 
simulators

• analytic PSD code
• end-to-end Fourier Optics monte 

carlo which simulates entire AO 
system

•These two methods are in 
agreement

•Example shown:
• I=6, five-layer 14.5 cm r0 

atmosphere, 2 kHz, Optimized-gain 
controller, 700-900 nm WFS, APLC 
at 1.625 microns, 5 second exposure

16
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GPI should improve upon general-purpose AO 
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Additional error terms must be considered

•The previous four errors 
(along with 
anisoplanatism) form a 
set of “classic” AO errors

•For high-contrast imaging 
we need to assess 
impact of more subtle 
errors, as was done by 
Guyon.

18

In this work, I choose to adopt !a = 1 for all
WFSs in subsequent numerical simulations. While
this is exact for the SHWFS, which does not opti-
cally modify the light intensity in the pupil plane,
this is not true for most other WFSs. For exam-
ple, in the CWFS, 1/!a

2 + 1/!p
2 = 1 (equations

35, 59 and 60): at the optimal angular separation
(defined by !p = 1) the CWFS is insensitive to
scintillation (!a = !). If !a is high and C3 " C2,
then a fraction of the total flux (or, equivalently,
time) needs to be allocated to scintillation sensing,
which is performed most e!ciently by imaging of
the pupil. For example, in the CWFS, a fraction
of the time is spent at dz = 0 (no defocus in the
focal plane). This sharing of the photons increases
C2 and decreases C3 until C2 + C3 is minimal.

However, as shown in §5, C1 < C0 within the
central arcsecond: OPD aberrations are stronger
than scintillation at low spatial frequencies. Since
both terms are moving in front of the telescope
with the same speed v, the post-correction scin-
tillation residual C3 can be made comparable to
post-correction OPD residual C2 by allocating a
small fraction of the incoming photons to scintil-
lation measurement. The PSF contrasts obtained
with the approximation !a = 1 are therefore only
slightly optimistic within the central arcsecond:
!p sets the value of C2 + C3, not !a.

Beyond " = 1!!, however, C0 # C1, and if
a WFS is characterized by !a = !, !p = 1,
half of the photons should be allocated to pure
scintillation measurement. This would result in
!a = !ap =

$
2, which would produce contrasts

C2 and C3 equal to 22/3 # 1.6 the values obtained
with the optimistic approximation !a = 1. The
maximum error made by the !a = 1 approxima-
tion is therefore a factor 1.6 on C2 and C3, and
can only occur at large angular separation (" >1!!)
with the CWFS and the ZWFS.

5. Contrast performance

5.1. Parameters adopted for numerical
simulations

Table 4 lists the default parameters adopted in
this work for numerical simulations. The atmo-
spheric parameters correspond to conditions fre-
quently encountered atop Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
The weigths and altitudes of the turbulence lay-
ers are derived from 4 nights of MASS and Sci-

dar measurement atop Mauna Kea (Tokovinin et
al. 2005). The photometric zero point of the
WFS (corresponding to an equivalent bandpass of
0.1µm) is representative of existing WFSs.

Through the paper, some of these parameters
are modified to evaluate the contrast performance
of a system which departs from this default con-
figuration: wavefront sensing and imaging wave-
length in §5.3 and atmospheric parameters in §5.4.
The contrast performance can also easily be de-
rived for telescopes larger than 8m: since the con-
trast limits C0 to C6 are all proportionnal to 1/D2,
the overall contrast for all WFSs is proportionnal
to 1/D2.

5.2. Relative contribution of contrast lim-
its components in conventional AO.
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Fig. 12.— Contrast limits imposed by the uncor-
rected atmospheric turbulence (C0 and C1), cor-
rected atmospheric turbulence (C2 and C3), chro-
matic e"ects (C4, C5, and C6) for a 8m telescope
and a mv = 5 source. See text for details.

Figure 12 shows the relative contributions of
C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 when an ideal
WFS (ZWFS) is used on a bright (mV = 5) star.
According to the results obtained in §4, this wave-
front sensing scheme is the most sensitive, and
other WFSs will show higher values of C2. The
main parameters of the simulation are listed in ta-
ble 4, and are used through this work unless other-
wise specified. Chromatic e"ects introduced by ei-
ther the refraction index of air (component C6) or
Fresnel propagation through the atmosphere (C4

17

Figure taken from O. Guyon, “Limits of adaptive optics for high-contrast imaging,” Ap. 
J. 629, 592–614 (2005). Revised version at http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0505086.

http://arxiv.org
http://arxiv.org


Amplitude errors (scintillation)

•Amplitude errors are not 
corrected with phase 
conjugation

•Possible sources
• Scintillation as light propagates 

through atmosphere
• Reflectivity variations on optics
• Phase errors on out-of-plane optics

•Ways to improve:
• Correct amplitude with DM(s)
• Improve quality of optics

19
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Control is not limited to phase conjugation

•Shape DM with a phase 
that does not conjugate

•Use of a single DM for 
amplitude and phase 
produces a half dark hole

•Use of multiple DMs for 
amplitude and phase 
produces a full dark hole

•See talks later this session

fabrication challenges, optical design, and overall
system complexity.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we derive
an equation for the evolution of weak, low-spatial
frequency (period !! wavelength of light) phase and
amplitude irregularities in one plane arising from
phase and amplitude irregularities in another. We
then derive equations for the broadband wavefront
control of these irregularities using the Michelson
and sequential DM configurations. This allows us to
determine the surface height and reflectivity unifor-
mity requirements to meet a given contrast floor re-
quirement. We then show the expected broadband

performance assuming the TPF-C baseline PSD for
several key optics, as well as assuming state-of-the-
art optics. Finally, we discuss a preferred DM config-
uration that provides broadband performance and
several other advantages including robustness in
case of DM failure.

2. Complex Field Propagator
The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. Given
a complex field consisting of weak, periodic phase and
amplitude variations across the reflective surface y
of N cycles!beam across a beam of diameter D, with
reflectivity amplitude root-mean-square (rms) value
A "" 1 and phase amplitude ! "" 1 radian, the com-
plex field is approximately described by

E " "1 # #2A$%1 $
#2A

1 # #2A
cos"2%yN!D $ &$&

' ei#2! cos"2%yN!D$($

' 1 # #2A $ #2A cos"2%yN!D $ &$
$ i#2! cos"2%yN!D $ ($. (1)

The amplitude rms A is related to the intensity rms r
by 1 # r " "1 # A$2 ' 1 # 2A $ A2, yielding A
' r!2.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to large Fresnel
numbers, F " D2!4)z, where ) is the optical wave-
length and z is the propagation distance. For TPF-C,
the pupil diameter is set by the DM, typically D "
10 cm, and propagation distances are z ' 10 m (see
Subsection 4.A). In visible wavelengths we have
F ' 500. The beam remains mostly plane-wave in
nature, with low-level high-frequency ringing in-
creasing with distance from the pupil. We assume
that this ringing does not affect the sensitivity of the
system to low spatial frequencies "N * 40 cycles!
aperture).

The on-axis component "E " 1 # #2A$ propagates
with the speed of light c down the optical axis z. The
periodic components are decomposed into two plane
waves also propagating at c but diffracting at an
angle + " )N!D away from the axis. After a distance
z, the delay between the axial and tilted plane waves
is, for + "" 1,

d " z
+2

2 "
z)2N2

2D2 . (2)

The field at plane z is then given by

E ' 1 #
#2r
2 $ %#2r

2 cos"2%yN!D $ &$

$ i #2! cos"2%yN!D $ ($&ei2%d!). (3)

Note that the distance for the path to shift by one
wave (effectively reconstructing the original field) is

Fig. 1. (Color online) Collimated light reflects from an optic hav-
ing a periodic surface deformation of rms height s. The light prop-
agates a distance z to the pupil (or pupil conjugate plane) where the
wavefront correction system is located. The system shown is a dual
deformable mirror (DM) corrector in a Michelson configuration.
The DMs control both amplitude and phase.

Fig. 2. Wavefront control system now consists of one DM located
at a pupil image (DMp) and a second one, DMnp, a distance zDM

downstream. DMp controls phase, while DMnp controls amplitude.
Both the phase-induced amplitude from the optical surface errors
and the amplitude control using DMnp are wavelength indepen-
dent.

5144 APPLIED OPTICS ! Vol. 45, No. 21 ! 20 July 2006Figure taken from S. B. Shacklan and J. J. Green, “Reflectivity and optical surface height requirements in a broadband 
coronagraph. 1. Contrast floor due to controllable spatial frequencies”, Appl. Opt. 45, p 5143-5153 (2006)



Image plane wavefront sensing/control 

•Sensing strategy usually directly tied into the control 
algorithm

•Advantages
• Everything is “common-path”, same wavelength
• Aperture provides anti-aliasing, provided adequate pixel size
• Can be easily used in an amplitude-and-phase correction method

•Disadvantages
• Requires very good correction already (e.g. Bordé & Traub’s speckle nulling 

assumes λ/1000 aberrations)

• Are detectors available which have low noise at the necessary frame rates?
• Limited to narrow-band operation (sensing and correction algorithms)
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WFS not at science wavelength

•Chromatic terms arise when 
behavior is a function of 
wavelength

• Fresnel propagation
• Change in index of refraction
• Change in pupil position due to DAR

•Ways to improve:
• Don’t use very blue light (400 nm)
• Use science light for WFS

22
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Only scintillation may matter for GPI
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Temporal structure of PSF

•What we’ve shown so far has focused on the expected 
intensity (infinitely long exposure level)

•In reality, we have shorter exposures, and speckles from 
different error sources behave in different ways

• WFS noise
• atmosphere
• quasi-static error

•10’s of nm of a rapidly decorrelating error may be better 
than 1’s of nm of a slowly varying one
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Wavefront sensor noise is nearly white

•WFS noise input is assumed to be temporally white
•WFS noise output of control system is nearly white
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Wavefront sensor noise is nearly white

•WFS noise input is assumed to be temporally white
•WFS noise output of control system is nearly white
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Intensity converges with longer exposures
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Noise speckle variance drops rapidly
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Atmospheric error is dominated by wind

•Clearing of wind over aperture       sets decorrelation time
D

v
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Dominant term depends on exposure time
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Static errors “print through”

•10 nm of static error appears above noise halo
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Static errors “print through”

•10 nm of static error appears above noise halo
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Static errors on optics important for GPI

Figure courtesy of C. Marois; from the Gemini Planet Imager Preliminary Design Report (2007)

Static and Atmospheric speckle noise in 2-hour GPI exposure
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Two scenarios with distinct characteristics

Ground Space

Phase errors
Rapidly varying atmospheric error 
dominates; also smaller and slowly 

varying optical errors
Slowly varying; due to optics

Amplitude errors Much less significant; due to 
atmosphere and optics

Slowly varying; due to optics

WFS Pupil-plane; slope sensor in near 
term, direct-phase in future

Image-plane WFS in science path 

WF control DM for phase control only
Phase and amplitude control with 1 

DM (half-dark hole) or 2 DMs (full dark 
hole)

Time frames > 1 kHz > 1 milliHz

Telescope size 8-10m now, 20-30m future 1-4 m?
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Need to control PSF to be dim and smooth

•Wavefront control is 
essential for high-contrast 
imaging

•Intensity (infinite-exposure 
case) can be addressed 
through analytic tools

•Planet detectability with 
exposure time depends on 
temporal character of error 
sources
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Figure courtesy of A. Sivaramakrishnan from 
Oppenheimer (in preparation 2007)


